KINGS CREW
BY JOHN DERRICK
AKA VISION
In almost every country around the world, there are stories
of fallen writers who had given a lot of themselves to their graffiti
community.
John Derrick, a fine artist and former writer from the early days
of Melbourne grafiti, pays homage to his dear friend NABIT.
AMelbourne graffiti identity that started him on his
path of creativity.

My introduction to grafti started in high school when

without being seen. It wasan adrenaline rush doing

noticed my friend, loby, with his light auburn hair with

something that was fun and llegal. It was in the mid

large fringe obscuring most of his face, was drawing
stylized letters one day in class and it piqued my interest.
The lettering was bold and funky, it looked new and

805' when Transit Police patrols on trains were virtually
non-existent and we could inflict maximum damage and
get away with it in broad daylight. I was now becoming
immersed in this clandestine graffiti scene in Melboune.

he was going to do on an illegal wall. I was transhxed

My turf was on the Glen Waverley line near where l lived
With my parents in East Malvern. loby and I wanted to

unlike anything I had seen before. I asked him what he
was doing and he said he was designing a graffiti piece
from that moment onwards.

Toby slowly introduced me to the world of graffiti he

was ensconced in. He advised me that I needed to think
of a graffiti name so l could start designing my own tag
and pieces using the lettering of my tag. Toby's tag was

parent's house one night and we snuck out at midnight
and brought along the spray cans we had both racked

"NABIT" or "NAB. I eventully chose the tag"VISION" as

from

it represented the act oflooking or seeing and alluded
being able to see into the future. Ialso experimented
with other tags like "ZUES""SUB ERA,"IRIADS CREW,
"BASE 2", and"PLEE" You had to pick a tag that no other
to

grafhti writer was using.

loby became my mentor and he took me on my hrst
bombing expedition on the old Bluey trains in Melbournes
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hit Darling Station on this line as it had not been bombed
before. It had big brown brick walls that had high visibility
on the train line. Toby was staying at with me at my

CBD in the mid 80s. Toby showed me how to turn a pilot
marker with a thick tip into a lethal tagging weapon by
flling it with permanent Artline marking ink. One late
afternoon when school was out, we jumped on a Bluey
train and Toby showed me how to tag surreptitiously

paint supply stores as we could not afford to buy the
paint.We both crept out of my bedroom window around

midnight as Mum and Dad were soundly sleeping blissfully
unaware of what was about to transpire. It was to be my

hrst introduction to doing a big burner.

Toby had done the design for the piece which was called
"Kings Crew 'with a cartoon character in the center of
comic strip
Kings and Crew. Ihe character was based on a
character by the American cartoonist Vaughn Bode that
a
looked like a benevolent croOcodile's head with stylized
the
sketched
piece out
human body and penis. loby had
so0
marker
black
a
thick
in
it
on white paper and outlined
be
would
It
at
or
night.
it could be seen in low lighting
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The Kings Crew piece ended up in the Herald Sun
litle while later. Someone
newspaper in Melbourne a
next
to our piece on the
had written in spray paint
Beautiful"in
You
Are
reference to
station's wal, "Darling
Qur piece and the Darling station name. The newspaper
had used"Darling You Are Beautiful"for their article
title and the article highlighted how New York-style
grafhti had arrived in Melb0urne with a corresponding
photograph of our piece. My parents saw the article
and eventually worked out that I had probably had

both jumped and it dawned on us that this man was

SENA's Dad. He was wearing his baggy pajamas with
his hair disheveled and he demanded to know what
we were doing and what was in our bag. Toby and
nervously concocted a story that we were going to do
a legal piece nearby with his son and he proceeded to
snatch our bag and out dropped a whole paint shop's
worth of spray paint. He made it dlear that his son was
not going to go with us on our"legal"'spray painting

expedition.

something to do with it asI had grafhti sketches in my
bedroom and there were my tags in a laneway in our
street.I think they were quite proud even though they
had to appear as though they were not supporting this

type of behavior as I could be hned or end up in jail!

SENA'S Dad threatened to tell our parents about what we
were about to do but being 12 ocdock at night he did not
follow through with that threat as he did not want to wake
our parents to our relief. He eventually let us go with a

stern berating and luckily, he gave us back our paint and

my hirst piece using spray paint under Toby's experienced
guidance. With our spray cans in a backpack, we slipped

through sleepy East Malvern suburb to Darling station.

him to show me how to do the fhnal outlines around the
letters once filled in, He demonstrated how it was done

and then I proceeded to do most of the final outlines
around the yellow bubbles and felt a great sense of

We stealthily crept onto the station's platform on the
city
side and looked around to see if the coast was clear. The
lights on the platform were turned on, and we chose à
spot to do the piece just under the Darling station sign
which would give us ample roorm. Toby with sketch in
hand began to do the underpainting with
light-calored
spray paint using the words Kings Crew with the cartoon
character in the middle. When he had finished the

underpainting, we both began to fill

in the

and character. The

lettering

Kings Crewwas flled with vibrant
green, a light blue/gray, and hot pink color. Around the

lettering was a bright red background which gave the
ilusion of the lettering breaking
a
crack

in the station's wall. The cartoon

through large

character was hlled
entirely with hot pink spray paint with a cerulean blue
background. Around the borders of the piece, we added

bright yellow bubbles.

As we were
loby was
me how to hold
use the
spray cans. He showed me the diferent
types
of nozles used to create certain
etfects. I

spraying

showing

acomplishment when I had finished and it didn't look
like a total

mess.

Toby being the more experienced

practitioner, proceeded to do the final outline around the
Kings Crew letters and cartoon character which was the
main part of the design.
Later on, when we were almost hinished the
lights of the
station
turned off.It gave us both
ds we were not
to turn off. After
expecting the

suddenly

several minutes

lights

we

quite a fright

surmised that they were probably

on an automatic timer

and these were the

early days of

grafiti in Melbourne in the mid 80s'and there were no
Cameras or security. However, whilst we were
finishing

up à person suddenly appeared on the station platform
ànd saw us spraying. We froze,
waiting to see what
WOuld happen next. Ihe person vanished as
as

quickly

they had appeared, with no words exchanged or chase
ensued. Nervously we managed to
the
finished

get

piece

dnd we tagged our graffiti names around the borders of
nd
the piece. We crept silently into the
night and back norme
felt
asking him for help if l got stuck. I remember comfortable through my bedroom window with my parents on)u
asking
unaware of our nocturnal
escapades.

Idid other pieces and tagging over several years with
Toby. There was a time when we tagged the Glen
Waverley tail yards where trains resided when they were
not being used. Toby was staying with me again at my
parent's place on a night we decided to hit this rail yard.
We were to meet up with a grafhti writer called "SENA"
who lived nearby in East Malvern. Around midnight
Toby and Iwent to SENAS house where he lived with
his parents. Toby and I had our spray paint in a big, old
duffle bag. We went to meet SENA at his house around
midnight but he was nowhere to be seen.
We decided that we would go to SENA'S bedroom
window to see if he was there. We crept with minimal
SOund around the side of his house wary as to not wake
his parents. 0nce at his bedroom window we proceeded
to knock and call out softly. We tried valiantly to get his
attention with no avail. I could see through the curtains
of the bedroom window that he was sound asleep and
Was not responding to our efforts to wake him. It was
dark and cold and we had to make a decision whether

we proceeded to make our way to the Glen Waverley rail
yards minus SENA. SENA we learned later was stil soundly
asleep in his bed oblivious to the night's proceedings. He
would hnd out our nocturnal altercation with his irate Dad
the following day.
Toby and I managed to get the last train to the rail yards

from Darling Station with our dufle bag carying our
paint. We were the only ones in our cariage and we
eventually arrived at Glen Waverley station at the end
of the line. There was no station attendant to be seen so
we stealthily crept out of the station and walked some
distance so we could scope out the train yard for any
potential threats or patrols.

We waited and watched silenthy for about half an hour
and did not see or hear a thing. We surmised it was safe
to hit the trains We decided against doing our pieces and
just do throw-ups and tags as we had lost SENA and he
Would have provided us with extra eyes and ears to warn
of any impending danger or threat. Toby and I proceeded

tag and do throw-ups on a whole yard full of trains. It

to go without him or keep trying to get his attention.

to

We decided to keep calling out and tap on his bedroom
window for a little while longer.

was

Moments later a towering,

shadowy hgure appeared

exhilarating and scary at the same time. I remember
thinking how much damage we had caused and Iwas in
the big time now.

days when the trains we not locked
security cameras were not

at the side of the house and in a loud booming voice

Those were the

demanded to know what we were doing. Startled, we

up behind barbed wire and
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installed. I was amazed about how easy it was to get
away with

piecing or tagging without being

seen. When

we had finished hitting most of the train cariages, we
thought we were lucky not to encounter any security
or transit cops. About an hour or so later we decided

PLEE piece which

was à

was
experimenting with
loby and another School friend
who had the tag of "Evil" along with me for guidance
and support. Ichose à wal that had not been tagged
or pieced extensively
a

tagI

at the time. I bought

to walk back along the train line from Glen Waverley
to Darling station as there were no trains running at
this time. It was a long, tiring walk home in the cold
winter air thick with fog and with condensation forming
in billowing small dlouds from our mouths when we
brethed out. Our puter jackets provided some comfort
to the ferocious cold.
As we were walking back, we decided to hit each station
we passed with our tags-Syndal,
Mount Waverley
Jordanvlle, Holmesglen, East Malvern, and finally Darling
station were all tagged. I remember feeling elated in
what we had just achieved and how our tags would be
seen by graffiti writers and commuters the next day and

maybe we would get "known' albert anonymously. We
were on a high, however did have a
slight pang of guilt
about the reckless wanton nature of our tagging and

throw-ups. Toby and I carried out our bombing mission
that night without a hiccup.
We did not get to see the results of our
handy work
in the following days as the trains and stations
we
had hit were buffed quickly afterward. However,
my
tather on his way to work in the city the next
morning
noticed the VISION tags and throw-ups on the trains
running on the line. My Dad had noticed the VISION
tag in the lane next to our house and put two and two

together. Sometime later he confronted me about it
doing it which Ithink he did not
l

and of course, denied

Delieve me!

One of the last

pieces Idid during my imnersion in the
grafiti scene in Melbourne in the late eighties was at

the Gasworks in Albert

Park, Melbourne. The Gasworks
was a disused
gas plant that was a popular spot for
grafiti writers and it was seen as a semi-legal
place to
piece. You could piece in broad daylight
on a maze of
enclosed red brick walls that were
shielded from the
street and not get bothered
by anyone. I had designed
2

This timel did the PLEE piece mostly myself during the day.
It was far easier to see what was doing in the daylight.
had now had quite a few pieces to my name and felt a lot
more conhident in my technique. The PLEE piece was done
with chunky, multi-colored lettening. I used a scheme of

Toby, EVIL andI looked at each other and decided to give
chase. It was hard work to rack all that spray paint and
there was quite a bit leftover so we put up a fight to get
it back. We chased this group of young kids bolting like
racehorses out of the gate of the Gasworks through the
streets of Albert Park with beautiful old Victorian terrace
houses passing us by. Minutes later we found ourselves
running along a road called Beaconsfheld Parade in the
suburb of Albert Park which is where this suburb meets

the sea of Port Phillip Bay.

used a faded, fire engine red background with bold white

We chased this group of young kids across Beaconsfield
Parade which was very busy with traffic to the other side

stripes surrounding the lettering. Itook my time with this

of the road where there was a beach promenade. They

piece as there was little chance of being chased because
there was a lot of cover by the enclosed walls from the
street. Toby and EVIL were looking out for me as l did the

gained some distance from us as we had to wait for a

greens, pinks, yellows of varying shades for the lettering.

plece

break in the traffic whilst crossing Beaconsfield Parade.
We chased them all the way from Albert Park to Middle
Park, and then finally to the suburb of Port Melbourne. I
remember how the adrenaline kicked in and I felt I could

Whilst I was doing the piece loby gave me some
3ssistance with the fill-in within the lettering. He showed
me how to blend the colors
using the cross-hatching

keep running and running forever. The view of the sea as

unassuming and gentle way making me feel like I had
done
itall myself. Ihnished the PLEE piece by adding
Some shinnies which
gave the appearance of the light
glinting off the shiny lettering. Toby gave me a hand with

We eventually chased the kids to a housing commission

and then I did all the others. In the end, I had a piece that
Was proud of and it was one of my better pieces over

the couple of years Ihad been

piecing

After I had fnished the piece, I had spray paint leftover
and gathered it up and put it into my bag ànd let it
in a spot near whereI had done the
piece to look at

walking on top ofthe bluestorne wallthat separates
the promenade from the sand of the beach. Toby called
out to us that he could see something up ahead that
looked like our bag dumped on the sand next to the
bluestone wall. The bag was almost the same color as
the sand so it was hard to determine if it was our bag so
we ran up to it and opened it and there was our paint!
All our paint was still there, to our disbelief. We had
been very lucky to get our paint back and it was used in
future pieces and tagging. We eventually made it back
to the Gasworks with paint in hand and we felt mighty
pleased with ourselves.

leventually gave up on this graffiti scene as some of the
gangs were violent and there was a drug culture at the
time in the late eighties. Astory that got around amongst
Melbourne grafhti writers was that one prominent writer
and his girlftriend jumped a police officer and took his

we were running made the chase enjoyable in a strange

revolver. One writer had his legs run over by a train and had

way, albeit tiring at the same time trying to keep up.

to have them amputated. I remember going to a grafinti
writer's flat and there was a whole bunch of writersI hung
out with were chroming which alarmed me. Some of these
writers were getting busted by the transit police and I did

technique. Toby had this remarkable ability to teach in an

these shinnies and showed me how to do the first one

We decided to walk back to the Gasworks along the
beach promenade. As we were walking along Toby was

building in Port Melbourne and then they suddenly
vanished out of sight. We assumed they probably lived
there and were hiding in the flats where they lived.We
started to call out to them in loud authoritative voices,
threatening to find them and beat them up if they did
not give as the bad of spray paint back. Not that we were
that type of writers to resort to physical violence but we
just wanted to scare them into returning our paint. We
noticed a lady on the balcony of one of the flats and we
dsked her it she had seen a group of young kids with our

not want to eventually get caught. I felt it was time to say

good-bye to this lifestyle and was sad because I missed

the excitement and artistry and friendships of this period

of my life.
Toby was instrumental in introducing into the grafiti
Subculture in Melbourne in the mid to late eighties and

encouraging me in my developing own grafhti style.
Tragically many years later loby was killed train-surfing.

Dag. We did not tell her what was in the bag though. She

Inever had the opportunity to say thank-you to loby.

my handy work. Toby, EVIL and Iwent to check out

replied that she had not seen the boys. I had a feeling

am an artist to this day and my grafhti days were hugely

some other pieces dotted around the Gasworks. There
were some def pieces at the Gasworks
by local legends

that she was the mother of one or more of the kids and

influential to my art. Toby was one of those rare individuals
that recognized and supported my grafhti-inspired artistic
pursuits during this time in a gentle and unassuming way.

including ASTRO GAZA, PRIME STYLE, and JAY. When
we had hnished
looking at these pieces, I noticed a small

group of young kids had appeared out of nowhere near

where Ihad left the bag of paint. I noticed that one of the
kids had the bag in his hand and we called out to them
to give it back but
they started to run.

was protecting them.

bventually, we gave up and left the housing commission
building empty-handed having not found the kids

Thanks so much for all your support and guidance Toby aka

and our bag of paint. We had given it everything to
get our paint back. At least the piece was completed

NABIT

andI wanted to get a photo of it so we headed back.

Your friend John aka VISION.
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